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The Presidency: Too Soon to Love Again
By Priscilla McMillan •
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Presidential
politics, for many of us, has become
an area of life cordoned off by shock,
grief and pain. Again and again in the
past decade we have been touched and
wounded by the political process as
we had not been wounded before. It
/3 not indifference but the numbness
of mourning that lies behind the apparent apathy observers have noticed during the election campaign.
It goes back to President John F.
Kennedy whose political and family
life were brought extraordinarily close
to us on TV. On that terrible day in
Dallas nine years ago his death, too,
was brought extraordinarily close.
Many Americans simply have got
recovered. Even the moguls of TV,
men not noted for their sensitivity,
seem to recognize this for they seldom
show a long film clip of John F. Kenpedy in action. They realize that It
IA WO too painful, that the process of
mourning Ls Incomplete, that our sorrow is not yet spent.
Not only our apathy, but same of
the cynicism the pundits have noticed
,:this year goes back to the murder of
J.F.K. For what did his assassination
do but stop the political process dead
In its tracks, short-circuit democracy
by substituting the will of a single
x`;-madman for that of a nation? Of what
value is a system geared to expression
of the popular wW if the workings of
that will can be wiped out In a second?
We still were serugating with our
guilt and grief and with political queer
tIons nused by the asseeainatIon when,
five . years liter, We had to time it
I vein, ilrst with tba =More Or ran
'Alert/in Luther King ling then that'll,
Robert F. Kennedy.. And this year,.just
to the campaign was warming up, we
were reminded of the shock and bor. ror all over again by the nearly fatal
shooting of Governor Witiliace of Ala:
bama.
Is it any wonder enemata of Ile
were tempted to plunge intOtteaRaigli. ing this year, tempted to get hopeful
about national politics once again, only
to draw hack out of a dimly perceived
need for self-protection? It is not that
' we have grown morally callous, as the
pundits say, or that. we have been
manipulated Iota Insensibility. It as
simply that we want to put some emotional distance between ounaetves and
the political scene, charged as it now
Is with feelings of anxiety and pain.

Among politicians, the first to understand was Eugene McCarthy who.
even before the murders of 1968, wa'i
campaigning with cool and telling us
we ought to expect less of the office
of President. It was a message we
wanted to hear. The fewer of our ern°.
bona we invest, after all, the less we
stand to be hurt.
But the great beneficiary has been
Richard M. Nixon. For some people it
is a protection to have a President
they do not love or even like. Gary
Hart," Senator McGovern's campaign
manager. has commented that support
for Mr. Nixon is "a mile' wide and an
inch deep." Exactly. An inch deep Is
as deeply as many Americans want to
care right now.
We are told that Mr. Nixon needs to
pace himself, to conserve his emotional energy and limit his contacts
with people. Accordingly, he seldom
meth the public face to face and has
held far fewer press conferences than
any President in modern times. By
staying out of sight, by tailoring this
aspect of his office to his needs, President Nixon may be meeting our needs
as well. His low visibility, which would
have been accounted a failure of
leadership In other times, may be an
accidental stroke of genius for now.
The tact that we have not finished
mourning, have not settled our 11CrAel rite over the deaths of John and
Robert Kennedy, has implications for
Edward Kennedy as well. Should he
run for President he, and we, will have
to deal, not with our feelings about
him alone, but with the overlay of unresolved emotions -about his brothers:
This was apparent three years ago.
when Kennedy drove off a bridge on
Chappaquiddick Island and had trouble account[ng for his actions in the
hours immediately afterward. The
press and public reaped on him. They
pronounced him "Politically dead?' In
what they said and the way they said
It, there was something savage, comething like triumph or relief.
What we were engaged in that year
was the symbolic murder of Edward
Kennedy. We were killing him ourselves. In that way we could spare
ourselves the horror of yet another,
real-life Kennedy assassination. By taking matters into our own hanik, we

were trying, however, to wrest back
that control over events that we lost.
It will be hard for Americans to recover. Meanwhile, we are paying the
price: the loss of our hope about
leadership and a failure to invest the
best of our energies and emotions In
national polities.
Priscilla McMillan is an Associate of
the Russian Research Center, Harvard

University, and is completing a book
an the tissassination of John F. Kerk.
nedy.-
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The Presidency: Too Soon to Love Again

By Albert Gore
CLEVELAND—What is It that gives
ire such an eerie feeling about the
1972 Presidential election? The chowIng of a President should he a joyous,
•exultant event in our self-governing
Society, the very epitome of detrisic-

ocY

Yet, the whole process now appear;

desultory-dell and spiritless. The tra-

ditional zest and sport In American
polities has deserted the country. The
political climate is fraught with doubt
and antagonism, a lack of faith and
confidence. Pretensions of patriotism,
recrimination, littleness of spirit and
mind have spread aersas the land like
waters from • flash flood.
But why? Not. in lay view, because
the majority of our 'people do not
desire change; not because Americans
are satisfied in • sense of tontinuing
doom without a discernible program
either to stop a calm:lib:ass war or to
pursue the eXisting po)icy to success:
not with the curia* Condition of

crime, corruption and social injustice;
not because present national leader.
ship is either inspiring or endearing.
Something deeply Important, then.
must be present or lacking. I think it
is the latter. People yearn for a President they can love—they have not had
one they could love since John F. Kennedy's assassination. And they hoped.
perhaps only in all undefined or even
in a subconscious way, that the 1972
election would fill their void.
People yearn for a President to satisfy needs that may appear the ver,opposite of politics. They want to believe the President is a good man and
they turn to him for a sense that
things will be all right He is a refuge,
a source of reassurance that their jobs.
their personal rights and their future
will be secure.
Then, too, people want a sense of
legitimacy in the Presidency—they expect him to be a master politician who
yet remains above politics.
Buts in 1972. fate has somehow
dealt with them capriciously— they
feel jilted, cheated. Neither Mr. Nixon
nor Mr. McGovern fills their sense of
need.
President Nixon's cleverness is
widely recognized, too vividly for him
to he popularly accepted as above
politics. Senator McGovern proved his
political skill in the primaries, but he
lost his Image of gallantry in the
flbwer plays of the convention, in the
unfortunate Eagleton affair, and In
compromising with the party regulars.
The challenger's increasing alaidency has indicated a desperation in
his candidacy while the incumbent remained strategically ensconced !n the
White House lest, perhaps, the "re-

elect the President" campaign becomes
confused with Richard M. Nieces
Though McGovern is perceived,.I be.
lieve, as a moral man, his performance
has not yet widely stirred confidence
in his capacity to lead. Nixon has Undoubtedly demonstrated an ability to
use the power of the Presidency,, but
leaves unsettling doubts as to the
rightful way of eating in the 0.14.

ISSUES 1972
Without a measure of enthusiasm
or the degree of adulation which many
(including me, I admit) desire, we
have the opportunity and• duty to
pause and reassess our social order.
to examine the extent to which the
claims and credibilities of each candidate are material or myth, illusion or
issue; and to ponder the manner and
style by which each candidate tends
to justify or to impair public confidence in government—and thus either
sustain or subvert true self-government.
By these measurements, one may
choose for President between the
tried-and-found wanting or the dubiety of change and promise. However timorous, I choose the ray of
hope in change and fur peace.
Albert Gore, former Democratic Senator from Tennessee, is author of "Let
the Glory Out."
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